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A Characterization of Internal Sets.
V. M. TORTORELLI

(*)

SUMMARY - In this paper, which sets out from an elementary Model Theory
viewpoint, a characterization of the class of internal sets is given for
first order structures elementarily equivalent to Standard Analysis.

1. Introduction.
In

early definitions
Types Theory language,

of nonstandard structures, which employed
internal sets coincide with the nonstandard
elements in a L-structure (see [L], [R]) ; it is, however, a meaningful
concept, as an L-structure is generally not full. A set-theoretical
characterization of nonstandard structure has been given in [RZ]
and [Z]. These authors, in accordance with the type-theoretical exposition, define the standard superstructure A, the nonstandard superstructure ~ :

and the superstructure monomorphism * operating between these.
They next define the collection made up by internal sets:

From

an

elementary

Model

Theory point

of

view,

(*) Indirizzo dell’A.: S.N.S., Piazza dei Cavalieri 7,

if

we

examine

56100 Pisa.
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the structure constituted by internal sets, it is not always elementarily equivalent to the theory of the standard structure, being so
only for those formulas where all quantifiers are restricted to constant symbols: dx E c, 3x E c. This phenomenon reflects the fact that
the Types Theory formulas are « restricted » by definition. If, on the
other hand, we want to introduce, by means of set-theoretical language, nonstandard models as traditional first-order structures, then
the first requirement would be that of elementary equivalence with
the standard structure. We shall call these models nonstandard strong
models. The second requirement would be to obtain « natural» models,
i.e. transitive models, where the interpretation of the symbol E is
that of the (natural membership ». Now if we admit that this «universal relation » is capable of representing, via isomorphisms, all extensional binary relations (Free Construction Principles, see [B]
and [FH]), we axiomatically obtain natural extension which are elementarily equivalent to Standard Analysis (see [T]). In such a case
the idea of an internal set would seem to be unnecessary at the level
of the elements belonging to the extension.
In this paper the Regularity Axiom is given preference over the
Free Construction Principles. Thus, if we also assume the elementary
equivalence condition, the nonstandard models are necessarily not
well founded (corollary 2); hence they can not be isomorphic to a
natural structure. In order to obtain Mostowsky’s collapse we must
find substructures of these models which are well founded. Moving
in this direction we arrive at the central conclusion of this paper,
which is stated in theorem 3, and concerns a characterization of the
class of internal sets, requiring not only the condition of being well
founded, but also the condition of containing all standard elements
and the transitivity.

2. Notations and definitions.
We consider a universe U verifying the usual axioms of ZermeloFraenkel Set Theory with atoms
We suppose R, the
set of the real numbers, to be included in the class of the atoms in U,
and we denote the set of natural numbers by N. We suppose N c R.
Given that:
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E IA2; idIA) Standard Analysis. This is
term the theory
first-order structure on the first-order language EA, having as its
symbols for constants all the elements of ~., and as the only binary
We denote an arbitrary £A-structure by
predicative symbol E
a E A}), where * is the function of the interpreA = (M;
~*a :
tation of the symbols for the constants.
E 1M2, and M is transitive exAn ~-structure is natural if
if y is not an atom.
cept for the atoms, i.e.
An LA-structure is a non-standard strong model of Analysis if :
we
a

=

i)

there exists

ii) there is
in X

an

an

m E M such that for every

embedding

of A in

iii) every formula is satisfied in A
(elementary equivalence fl n A).

we

get

A;
if and

only

if it is satisfied

The existence of such a structure is guaranteed by
and by Los’ Theorem.
The usual definition of the ctass of the internal sets
ture A is:

Completeness

Theorems,

of

a

CA-struc-

that we simply denote by .~.’ throughout the paper. As usual we say
that an element of M is standard if it is in the range of *.
If C is an arbitrary set, and 1~ is a binary relation on C, ReO x C,
we say that C is well-founded by 1~, if and only if every non void
C c B has an .R-minimal element. We simply say that a structure fl
is well-founded if it is well-founded by

3. A characterization of internal
We first

see

strong models.

that is not

sets.

possible

to obtain natural nonstandard
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PROPOSITION 1. Let JY’
(N; E IN’; {*a: a c- Al) be a natural
an
natural
with
LA-structure
number, i.e. : 3m e *N (Vn E N
in f inite
be
Then
X
cannot
*&#x3E;
elementarily equivalent to Standard
(m
*1&#x26;»).
=

Analysis.
PROOF. We have :

If ab absurdo X - A, then JY’ verifies the same formula. Let us now
take an m E *N such that m *&#x3E; *n for every n E N, and also suppose
x=

~0,...,m~.

N, and
f (m) ~ f (m *- *1 ) E f (m *- *2 ) ... ,
It follows that x E

founded.

1= « x finite ». Then
and this is absurd

we

as

would get
JY’ is well-

QED

COROLLARY

nonstandard strong

2. If

model,

it cannot be

well-founded.
PROOF. If A is well founded then we can obtain a natural structure which is isomorphic to it by means of a Mostowskyls collapse,

and this is absurd.
QED
Our central conclusion is the
THEOREM 3.
that:

If

fl n Jt then A’ is the

i) it is well-founded by

ii)
iii)

it is

following characterization
only

subclass

of

theorem.
M such

ej ;

i.e.

x

E~,

c- A---&#x3E; x c-

A’;

it contains all the standard elements.

PROOF. We first prove that A.’ verifies the three conditions above
stated.
The thesis follows on an absurd hypothesis, and by apthe elementary equivalence to the formulas 99n defined as fol-

i)

plying
lows :
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ii) If Y E A’, then there exists an 11, E N such that y
We obtain by means of the elementary equivalence on

In

particular

we

obtain

x E

*Rn.

A’.

iii) Straightforward.
We divide the

proof

of the

unicity

into two

steps.

verifies ii) and iii), then A.’ c B. Indeed, every
Step 1. If
element of A’ M-belongs to some standard element. But B is Eui(,transitive and it contains all the standard elements.
If B c M verifies i) and ii), then B c .A’. We now state a
lemma to prove this point, its proof is given at the end
of the theorem.

Step 2.
preliminar

LEMMA 4:

Thus if

we

have:

also obtaining b E B, for B is e j-transitive. Repeating this procedure we get a sequence
c B which is increasing with respect
to e j, and this contradicts the hypothesis that B is well-founded

QED

by e j.
Let

us

set out the

terchange between
ard strong model.
PROOF

using

OF

we

proof of the
inner and outer

LEMMA 4.

get e(a)

=

Given

max

by

that is based on the instratification» of the nonstand-

lemma,
«

definition that:

x E

a}

+ 1.
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be the

Let

[« y

function » A R0 U

finally

dom y transitive

(a) c dom

And let "PI’ 1p2, 1p3 be

And

following formula:
c

NA

respectively:

for every natural

number n,

we

define tp3+n

as:

We have
hence, by elementary equivalence, this formula is also verified by A.
from
By using 1pa, when b E A’, we are able to choose in

among the various A-extensions or M-restrictions of
for some ea we have
Now if

If we suppose
ticular we get:

Using

we

by

absurd

hypothesis:

Vc

A.’),

then in par-

obtain:

is a subset of
But the range
has its M-range M-contained in *{0, ... ,
Whence:

0 f ... f ~’( b . ~~

p’ (b)}.

Thus

)
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It follows that

using

"P1:

and furthemore using 1p3+n:

So .At 1= y
is absurd.

c

=

a],

i.e.

and in

a

particular

a E

A’,

which

QED

4. Final remarks.
As a consequence the substructure of a nonstandard strong model
made up of its internal sets is well founded, and we can collapse it
into a natural structure. The latter cannot be elementarily equivalent to Standard Analysis. However the following classical result holds
(for the proof see [SL], [RZ]) :

If JY’ is the structure of a nonstandard strong model made
its
internal
up of
sets, then every formula with all quantifiers restricted
to symbols for constants in CA, i. e. the elements of A, is satisfied in JY’
i f and only if it is satisfied in A (weak elementary equivalence conTHEOREM 5.

dition).
In this way we get the f ollowing counterpart of the classical definition of a nonstandard model of the Analysis, with respect to first
order structures :
DEFINITION 6. An

i)’

there exits

ii)’ there

iii)’

is

is

an

ZA-structure A is

in f inite

natural

embedding of

ac

nonstandard model

if:

numbers ;

A into

elementarily equivalent

A;

to A in weak sense.
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